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Well, the seventh of the eight General 
Medical Staff meetings of my tenure has 
come and gone. I have to confess, I feel 
it was a meeting of monumental 
proportions in which there was some 
very important information shared with 
our staff. I hope those of you who did 
attend will indulge me, but I think some 
of these items deserve repeating. 
First and foremost, the Board Ad Hoc 
Committee on Exclusive Arrangements 
in Cardiovascular Surgery empowered 
me to issue a preliminary statement to 
our staff. This particular task proved too 
daunting for the committee to faithfully 
complete its charge and present a final 
report at the September Board meeting. 
At the time of the meeting, over 100 
physicians' opinions were expressed in 
letters to the committee in addition to the 
40 interviews that were conducted. In 
order to do the right thing and be true to 
its commitment to let anyone who 
expressed a desire to be heard do so, 
the committee has additional meetings 
scheduled later in September. Out of 
deference, and realizing the importance 
of this issue, to our staff, the Board 
permitted the Ad Hoc Committee to 
issue the following statement: 
(Continued on Page 2) 
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(Continued from Page 1) 
"At the moment the committee is prepared to report to 
the Board that it will not recommend that the Board 
reinstate the resolution as passed at the May 6, 1998 
meeting. Beyond that, the committee will not 
speculate as to what its ultimate recommendations 
will be." 
As I assured you in previous Medical Staff Progress Notes, 
this Ad Hoc Committee has taken its charge very seriously. 
Although the definitive report will not be available until 
November, I am proud to say the preliminary opinion of this Ad 
Hoc Committee was formed because members of our Board of 
Trustees listened with open minds to the concerns of our 
medical staff. The members responded honestly and with 
foresight in a way which, I hope, will mark a new era in 
communication and partnering between the Board and 
physicians of Lehigh Valley Hospital. 
In a letter addressed to me on September 4, 1998, Alice G. 
Gosfield, Esq., also rendered a preliminary statement 
regarding the legal position of physicians who might be 
encouraged to enter into an exclusive arrangement. Copies of 
Ms. Gosfield's complete letter are available to any member of 
our staff in the Medical Staff Services office on the second 
floor. It was Ms. Gosfield's opinion that: 
"There is no case law in Pennsylvania which 
addresses the circumstances the surgeons would be 
facing if the hospital were to terminate their clinical 
privileges purely on the grounds of them performing 
the services at another institution. To craft definitive 
arguments on this subject I would have to review the 
Medical Staff Bylaws. The Bylaws may have taken 
into account the Medical Staff Development Plan 
issues which can sometimes distort the rights that 
would otherwise pertain under these circumstances. 
To my knowledge in the cases that have dealt with 
exclusive contracts, the de facto fact pattern that you 
have provided has not been prevalent. Rather it has 
been the adoption of a formal exclusive contract. If 
the hospital were to head in that direction, the case 
law dealing with the hospital's right to impose 
exclusivity in their contract on a bilateral basis does 
not give the surgeons much hope. If the hospital is 
neither going to enter into an exclusive contract for 
these services nor bring in a group to meet their 
needs, then case law in other states would tend to 
indicate a lack of interest by the courts in involvement 
in these judgments. 
You ask if the hospital could sustain its decision to 
terminate the surgeons' privileges in part. I think the 
rationale and impact would be relevant. Is there a 
quality reason f9r the decision? Is it purely economic 
and based on the need for referrals? The latter 
concern might raise fraud and abuse issues. n 
The LVH/MHC Transition Team has, essentially, completed its 
work and passed the merger gauntlet on to a combined 
LVH/MHC Merged Bylaws Committee to give principles 
substance. The basic construct of the new bylaws will utilize 
the existing LVH Bylaws as a model. It has been 
recommended to the Merged Bylaws Committee that there be 
a single medical staff with a single QA process, single 
credentialing standards, and a single Medical Executive 
Committee. The new merged staff will guarantee safeguards 
for Muhlenberg Hospital Center representation. There will be 
site specific privileges and application of the Medical Staff 
Development Plan. From an organizational point of view, the 
Troika structure will continue, and four at-large representatives 
from MHC will be added to the Medical Executive Committee. 
Board certification will be required of all members of our single 
merged staff, although physicians in good standing on the 
MHC staff prior to November 20, 1997 will be "grandfathered." 
I encourage any member of the medical staff of either Lehigh 
Valley Hospital or Muhlenberg Hospital Center to share any 
ideas or concerns with members ofthe Transition Team. Th.. l 
Merged Bylaws Committee consisting of Gavin Barr, MD, 
Joseph Bubba, Esq., Joe Candie, MD, Marc Granson, MD, 
John W. Hart, and Steve Scott, MD, anticipates having a 
document ready for each staff to inspect and discuss in 
November. This will allow a final document to be brought 
before each staff, individually, in informational sessions which 
will be s.cheduled in late November or early December. The 
two staffs will vote, independently, during the first combined 
LVH/MHC General Medical Staff meeting which will be held on 
Thursday, December 17, 1998, at 6:30p.m. Please mark your 
calendars so that you will be able to attend this landmark 
meeting. If these Bylaws are approved by the two staffs and, 
subsequently, by the Board of Trustees during the January 6, 
1999 meeting, we will then have a unified medical staff. 
On a sadder note, the mention of Bylaws provides me with an 
appropriate segue. We have been notified that our current 
Bylaws Chairperson, Christopher Wahlberg, MD, will be 
leaving Lehigh Valley Hospital for corporate America. Chris 
has accepted a position as Associate Medical Director, Central 
Research, for Pfizer in Manhattan. I would like to express to 
Chris the heartfelt thanks of all the members of our staff for his 
tireless, and often thankless, efforts on our behalf. We all w 
you well, Chris, as you take your career m a new direction in 
the "Big Apple." 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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)Finally, the Third Annual Nite Lites gala at Allentown 
College on Saturday, September 19, was a tremendous 
success. More than 950 people attended, and over 
$200,000 were raised to benefit the Center for 
Educational Development and Support. My thanks to all 
who helped make this evening an unparalleled success! 
So just keep on doing right and don't forget to get out 
and VOTE in November. 
~ 
Robert X. Murphy, Jr., MD 
President, Medical Staff 
Legislative Update 
The upcoming November 3 elections provide an 
)opportunity to select representatives both in Washington 
and Harrisburg. 
) 
There are two excellent opportunities to acquaint 
yourselves with the two major candidates for the 15th 
Congressional District seat in the U.S. House of 
Representatives - State Senator Roy Afflerbach and Mr. 
Pat Toomey. 
• Tuesday, October 13, 6 p.m., at the Holiday Inn 
Bethlehem the Lehigh and Northampton County 
Medical Societies will host a dinner. Following 
dinner, the candidates will respond to questions 
submitted by members of the audience. Please look 
for details in mailings from your county medical 
society. 
• Thursday, October 15, 7 p.m., at Lehigh Valley 
Hospital. The League of Women Voters will 
moderate a forum hosted by the Professional Nurse 
Council of Lehigh Valley Hospital and sponsored, in 
part, by the Lehigh County Medical Society. 
Please register to vote and support the candidates of 
your choice! 
OSHA Requirements for Respiratory 
Protection Against M. Tuberculosis 
OSHA mandates that ALL health care providers who enter 
the room of a patient with known or suspected Tuberculosis 
wear a respirator. 
Health care workers at L VH shall wear the 3M #1860 N-95 
Particulate Respirator. It is fluid resistant, latex free, and 
requires medical clearance and fit testing prior to use. 
An adequate supply of the masks can be found in the 
isolation rooms' anteroom. 
An alternative respirator will be provided for health care 
workers who cannot be fit tested for the N-95 respirator. A 
Powered Air-Purifying Respiratory (PAPR) must be utilized 
by individuals with facial hair. 
Patients on airborne precautions who need to leave the 
room shall wear a regular surgical mask during transport. 
The N-95 respirators make it difficult to breathe and, 
therefore, should NEVER be placed on a patient as many of 
them have a compromised respiratory status. 
Visitors shall be directed to wear the 3M N-95 Respirator. 
The health care worker caring for the patient shall provide 
the visitor with instructions on donning the respirator. 
Visitors are NOT governed by OSHA and, therefore, are not 
required to be fit tested with the N-95 prior to use. 
Arrangements to be fit tested for the N-95 respirator can be 
made by contacting Kay Fenstermaker, Patient Care 
Services, at 402-8246. 
For Your Calendar 
The first combined LVH/MHC General Medical 
Staff meeting will be held on Thursday, 
December 17, beginning at 6:30 p.m. Location 
to be announced. A vote to approve the bylaws 
for the merged Medical Staff will be taken at 
this meeting. Due to the nature of this meeting, 
it is of paramount importance that you plan to 
attend. 
PLEASE NOTE: The LVH General Medical Staff 
meeting scheduled for December 7 has been 
canceled. 
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Latex and Health Care Workers --
Why Be Concerned? 
Eight to 12% of regularly exposed health care workers are 
sensitized to latex. This exceeds the findings of one to six 
percent sensitization in the general population. There is 
reason for concern about this. Latex (natural rubber) is an 
excellent product when used for medical gloves to prevent 
blood borne pathogen exposure, while affording good tactile 
sensation and fit. Latex is used in many medical products 
including gloves, catheters, tourniquets, and many other 
products that are used daily. Latex also comprises 
balloons, condoms, and rubber toys. A voiding latex 
exposure in our daily lives is difficult. 
However, for those who become sensitized, latex exposure 
may need to be reduced. This may be difficult as 
physicians, nurses, medical assistants, and other health 
care personnel rely on many products containing latex. 
Sensitization with latex may occur with time and repeated 
exposures. Health care workers should do for themselves 
as they would for those under their care. Preventing 
sensitization is therefore your best option. 
A hospital task force was created to address issues 
concerning latex containing products. Current members of 
the task force include: Richard A. Kolesky, MD, Department 
of Anesthesia (MHC); Marian P. McDonald, MD, Division of 
General Surgery (LVH); Carmine J. Pellosie, DO, Chief, 
Division of Occupational Medicine (LVH); Timothy Docherty, 
Safety; Kay Fenstermaker, Patient Care Services; Carol 
Guanowsky, Manager, Employee Health Services; Donald 
Hougendobler, Director of Safety; Lisa Lauer, Occupational 
Health Nurse, Health Works; Arthur Smith, Materials 
Management; and Roslyn Whitner, Supplier Services. The 
task force is evaluating appropriate product use to prevent 
blood borne pathogen infection while affording best 
protection and ease of use for health care workers. 
The most common clinical presentation concerning reaction 
to latex gloves are due to non-immunologic irritant contact 
dermatitis. Immediate hypersensitivity, Type I, lgE-
mediated reactions can occur (this may include urticaria, 
angioedema and anaphylaxis). Probably more frequently 
than immediate hypersensitivity reactions, delayed 
hypersensitivity or cell-mediated reactions (Type IV) can 
occur. Irritant and delayed hypersensitivity hand rash impair 
integrity of the skin with increased risk of infection and 
potential sensitization to latex allergens. 
Type IV allergens are additives such as accelerators, 
vulcanizing agents, and antioxidants utilized during 
processing of latex gloves. These compounds include 
thiurams, dithiocarbamates, benzothiazoles, and 
phenylenediamines. Latex is also a Type IV allergen. 
Type I allergens include naturally occurring proteins, 
ammonia-based preservative, and cornstarch. 
The level of proteins and allergens may vary considerably in 
the latex product. Powdered products may facilitate 
reactions as they may act as a protein carrier and allow 
airborne dispersal. 
There may be a cross-reactivity between latex proteins and 
allergens contained in foods such as bananas, avocados, 
kiwi, papaya, chestnuts, potatoes, and tomatoes. 
Some protective hand creams may increase the amount of 
protein transferred to the skin from latex gloves. Washing 
gloves may not reduce the amount of protein transferred 
from the gloves. Workers who touch objects with unwashed 
hands following powdered latex glove use, may cause 
widespread contamination of surfaces which may cause 
reactions in susceptible individuals. 
There is suggestion that latex should be added to the list of 
substances that can cause workers' home contamination. 
The first step in reducing exposure to latex is to switch to 
non-powdered latex gloves (if sterile gloves are needed) or 
vinyl gloves for routine examination. If there is a risk of 
blood borne pathogen transmission and heavy use of the 
gloves while performing tasks involving blood or other 
infectious body fluids, non-powdered latex, nitrile or even 
perhaps double gloving with vinyl is appropriate. Avoid use 
of powdered latex gloves as alternatives become available. 
Avoid oil based hand lotions with latex glove use as this 
can cause increased exposure to latex products. However, 
this may not be enough for those allergic to latex and other 
latex containing products may need to be avoided. 
Education sessions are being offered for physicians and 
employees. For more information, please contact Carol 
Guanowsky at 402-8869 (LVH) or Lisa Lauer at 861-7098 
(MHC). 
) 
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News from the Health Information 
)Management Department 
Verbal Orders 
The Medical Staff Bylaws state that verbal orders must be 
signed by the person giving the order within 24 hours 
following the time the order was given. For your 
convenience in promptly signing the entries, the Nursing 
Staff is attaching a "Sign Here" sticker to any verbal orders 
that are taken from the medical staff. Any order to which a 
"Sign Here" sticker has been attached and has not been 
signed by the time of patient discharge will become a 
medical record deficiency. 
Authentication of Medical Record Entries 
As a reminder, all entries in the medical record must be 
signed and dated by the person making the entry. 
Corrections in the Medical Record 
Regulatory guidelines indicate that all corrections in the 
)nedical record be made in the following manner: 
1. Draw a single line through the incorrect entry (without 
obliterating the entry), indicating "error," "incorrect 
entry," etc. 
2. Date and initial the incorrect entry. 
3. If an entry is accidentally omitted, the entry should be 
made after the last entry with an explanation of omission 
and reason it is out of order. 
Document Imaging 
The Health Information Management (HIM) Department 
continues its efforts to provide rapid, simultaneous user 
access to the medical record documentation through the 
use of automation. The department has been working 
closely with Information Services to implement document 
imaging. In preparation for all phases of the 
implementation, hardware has been installed and upgraded 
in the medical record department. Designated HIM staff is 
assigned to moving imaged records into the document 
imaging data base by prepping and scanning and 
)performing quality assurance on the scanned records. 
PHASE I • November, 1997 
Emergency Department Records- The document imaging 
data base included all Emergency Department records from 
both Cedar Crest & 1-78 and 17th & Chew since November, 
1997. The HIM department utilizes document imaging as 
an internal process to retrieve the entire Emergency 
Department record for patient care, insurance companies, 
subpoenas, etc. With this process, an Emergency 
Department record can be retrieved and faxed or printed for 
a requestor within 30 seconds. Plans are underway to roll 
out access to users outside the medical record, specifically 
the Emergency Department staff, within the next month. 
The Emergency Department staff will utilize the document 
imaging system to perform on-line quality assurance, record 
reviews, patient care follow-ups, etc., and eliminate the 
need to request or retrieve paper medical records. 
PHASE II· August, 1998 
Inpatient, Ambulatory, Observation (17th & Chew)-
Effective with August discharges, medical records from 
17th & Chew are being imaged into the data base following 
record completion. Chart retrieval requests at 17th & Chew 
are being analyzed to determine if there are any benefits to 
early roll out to clinicians at this site. "·" 
PHASE Ill· October, 1998 
Inpatient, Ambulatory, Observation {Cedar Crest & 1·78) 
- Effective with October discharges, medical records from 
Cedar Crest & 1-78 will be imaged into the date base 
following record completion. 
PHASE IV· January, 1999 
Clinical Access to Document Imaging • The HIM 
department will pilot CNET 3, a single user access to the 
computer system, over the next couple of months. Once 
this has been piloted and implemented, clinical access to 
imaged records will be rolled out at L VH. 
PHASE V ·Spring/Summer 1999 
On-line Physician Record Completion - Following system 
upgrade in early Spring, the next step in the implementation 
process will be on-line record completion. 
The HIM department continues to incorporate document 
imaging into its work processes while creating a clinical data 
base. Over the next several months, we will utilize the 
system internally to retrieve, code and abstract records 
eliminating the need for the paper record. We are ' 
constantly evaluating all of our departmental processes 
(and processes outside the department) to implement new 
efficient processes, while eliminating the need for paper. ' 
We are excited about this project and the many advantages 
that our customers will realize over the next year. 
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Notice to Phamis Users 
The IDX/Phamis Lastword MICRO command, a lab result 
lookup command, will be changing on or around 
November 14 as part of an upgrade package. Users will 
notice major screen display changes to the MICRO 
screens. Users that are familiar with the old MICRO 
screens should be pleased with the enhancements, i.e., 
new screen layout and features. The data that displays 
will be the same as the old screen, but viewed much 
easier. 
Attached to this issue of Medical Staff Progress Notes 
are samples of print screens showing the new screens. 
This information gives a step-by-step process of how to 
navigate through the screens. Please review these 
pages so that you become familiar with the changes prior 
to the upgrade. Information packets will also be available 
on the nurses stations near the dictation areas and in the 
Physicians' Lounge. 
As always, the Information Services Department 
Helpdesk (402-8303) is available to answer questions 
and assist you prior to and after the upgrade. 
SCU Relocates 
On September 20, the Special Care Unit (SCU) 
moved from its location on 6A to the area 
previously occupied by the CNS unit. CNS 
had been located on 6A behind the SCU. The 
name of the unit as well as the telephone 
numbers will remain the same. SCU's main 
number is 8730. If you have any questions, 
please contact Louise Oswald, Unit Nursing 
Director, at 402-8703 or pager number 9950. 
PNC and Medical Society Sponsor Debate 
The League of Women Voters will moderate a 
public forum sponsored by the LVH Professional 
Nurse Council legislative committee and the 
Lehigh County Medical Society. On October 15, 
from 7 to 9 p.m., in the hospital's auditorium at 
Cedar Crest & 1-78, Democratic State Senator Roy 
Afflerbach and Republican businessman Pat 
Toomey will present their views on several key 
issues identified by professional health care 
organizations and the public. Questions may be 
directed in advance to the legislative committee at 
402-1789. 
Congratulations! 
Gregory R. Harper, MD, PhD, Director, John and 
Dorothy Morgan Cancer Center, was elected the first 
President of the newly formed Pennsylvania Society of 
Oncology and Hematology (PSOH) at the recent annual 
meeting of the society in Pittsburgh. The new 
organization is the result of the merger of the 
Pennsylvania Oncologic Society (POS) and the 
Pennsylvania Society of Hematology and Oncology 
(PSHO), which was approved by the membership at the 
same annual meeting of the two societies. 
PSOH is a multidisciplinary organization of oncology and 
hematology specialists which include medical, surgical, 
and radiation oncology physicians, as well as oncology 
nurses and tumor registrars. The society is open to all 
Commonwealth professionals involved in the treatment of 
cancer patients. The primary mission of PSOH is to 
provide leadership in the oncology community through 
professional education at the annual meeting, and by 
providing a coordinated voice for the oncology 
community in areas of health care policy and the 
economics of cancer care in Pennsylvania. 
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Papers, Publications and 
Presentations 
Joseph L. Antonowicz, MD, Chief, Division of 
Consultation/Liaison Psychiatry, contributed a chapter on 
consultation/liaison to the September issue of 
Psychiatric Clinics of North America titled "Missed 
Diagnosis in Psychiatry." This is a monthly publication 
from the W.B. Saunders Company which focuses on a 
particular topic in psychiatry. The September issue was 
edited by Dr. David Tomb, former Chairperson of the 
Department of Psychiatry at L VH. 
Robert 0. Atlas, MD, Assistant Director, Residency 
Program, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and 
James F. Reed Ill, PhD, Director, Health Services 
Research, were two of the co-authors of a paper -
"Second Trimester Abortion Using Prostaglandin E2 
Suppositories With or Without Intracervical Laminaria 
japonica: A Randomized Study" - which was published 
in Vol. 92, No.3, September 1998 issue of Obstetrics & 
Gynecology. 
) 
'Raymond A. Fritz, Jr., DPM, Section of Foot and Ankle 
Surgery, presented "An Overview of Limb Length 
Discrepancy and Related Injuries in Elite Trained Military 
Forces" at the 12th Annual Foot and Ankle Institute 
Seminar sponsored by the Temple University School of 
Podiatric Medicine. The conference was held at The 
Park Hyatt Philadelphia at the Bellevue Hotel on 
September 18. 
Mark A. Gittleman, MD, Division of General Surgery, 
was invited to participate in a Health Care Financing 
Committee (HCFA) meeting on September 14 in 
Washington, D.C., to discuss stereotactic breast biopsy 
coding and reimbursement. HCFA is responsible for 
Medicare physician reimbursements. 
In addition, Dr. Gittleman was an invited guest speaker at 
the American College of Osteopathic Surgeons Annual 
Clinical Assembly where he gave presentations on 
"Stereotactic Breast Biopsy" and "Breast Ultrasound." 
The meeting was held September 26 to 28 in Chicago, Ill. 
) 
Dr. Gittleman has authored a six-hour CME category 1 
approved CD ROM, "Breast Ultrasound for the Surgeon," 
in cooperation with MedAscend® of Atlanta. 
Glen L. Oliver, MD, Chief, Division of Ophthalmology, 
attended the GONIN European Retinal Society meeting 
from September 1 to 5-in Edinburgh, Scotland, where he 
presented a paper and poster entitled IRVAN (Idiopathic 
Retinal Vasculitis with Aneurysms and Neuroretinitis) 
Syndrome. 
Orion A. Rust, MD, Chief, Section of Clinical Obstetrics, 
co-authored an article, "Tips in Diagnosing Feteal 
Skeletal Anomalies," which was published in Volume 25, 
Number 3, September 1998 issue of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology Clinics of North America. 
Upcoming Seminars, Conferences 
and Meetings 
Medical Grand Rounds 
Medical Grand Rounds are held every Tuesday 
beginning at Noon in the hospital's Auditorium at Cedar 
Crest & 1-78. 
Topics to be discussed in October include: 
+ October 6 - Multiple Small Feedings of the Mind: 
Hyponatremia and Pulmonary Embolism 
• October 13 - Stress Echo 
• October 20 - Multiple Small Feedings of the Mind: 
Acute Renal Failure and Pleural Effusion 
• October 27 - To Be Announced 
In addition, there will be a Special Presentation on 
Thursday, October 15. "Manifesto for a New Medicine" 
will be presented by James Gordon, MD, Director, Center 
for Mind-Body Medicine, Washington, D.C., and Clinical 
Professor, Department of Psychiatry & Family Medicine, 
Georgetown University School of Medicine, Washington, 
D.C. 
For more information, please contact Evalene Patten in 
the Department of Medicine at 402-1649. 
> 
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Who's New at LVH Thomas L. Carter, Jr., MD Panebianco-Yip Heart Surgeons 
Medical Staff 
1240 S. Cedar Crest Blvd. ) 
Suite 308 
Allentown, PA 18103-6218 
Appointments (610) 770-1350 
Fax: (610) 770-1530 
Arthur A. Altman, MD Department of Surgery 
Health Network Laboratories Division of Cardio-Thoracic Surgery 
Warren Hospital Provisional Active 
185 Roseberry Street 
Phillipsburg, NJ 08865 Dennis K. Chyung, MD 
(908) 859-6751 Allentown Anesthesia Associates Inc. 
Fax: (908) 859-1831 1245 S. Cedar Crest Blvd. 
Department of Pathology Suite 301 
Division of Clinical & Anatomic Pathology Allentown, PA 18103-6243 
Provisional Active (610) 402-9082 
Fax: (610) 402-9029 
Barry I. Berger, MD Department of Anesthesiology 
Valley Sports & Arthritis Surgeons Division of Cardiac Anesthesia 
1230 S. Cedar Crest Blvd. Provisional Active 
Suite 101 
Allentown, PA 18103-6237 Michael D. Ciliberti, MD 
(610) 820-5200 Shampain & Associates 
Fax: (610) 820-0359 3131 College Heights Blvd. 
Department of Surgery Allentown, PA 18104-4886 ) Division of Orthopedic Surgery (610) 820-7611 
Provisional Active Fax: (610) 820-9884 
Department of Medicine 
William F. Bond, MD Division of Allergy 
LVPG-Emergency Medicine Provisional Active 
Muhlenberg Hospital Center 
2545 Schoenersville Road Julie A. Dostal, MD 
Emergency Department Lehigh Valley Family Health Center 
Bethlehem, PA 18017-7384 1730 Chew Street 
(610) 861-2521 Allentown, PA 18104-5595 
Fax: (610) 861-7783 (61 0) 402-3500 
Department of Emergency Medicine Fax: (610) 402-3509 
Division of Emergency Medicine Department of Family Practice 
Provisional Active Provisional Active 
Harold E. Buttram, MD Adam D. Dratch, MD 
William G. Kracht, DO, PC Lehigh Valley Nephrology Associates 
Woodlands Healing Research Center 701 Ostrum Street 
5724 Clymer Road Suite 304 
Quakertown, PA 18951-3266 Bethlehem, PA 18015-1155 
(215) 536-1890 (61 0) 865-5888 
Fax: (215) 529-9034 Fax: (610) 865-1697 
Department of Family Practice Department of Medicine 
Provisional Affiliate Division of Nephrology ) 
Provisional Associate 
Medical Staff Progress Notes 
Marcelo G. Gareca, MD 
'fllentown Infectious Diseases Service 
11210 S. Cedar Crest Blvd., Suite 2700 
Allentown, PA 18103-7991 
(610) 402-8430 
Fax: (610) 402-1676 
Department of Medicine 
Division of Infectious Diseases 
Provisional Active 
Praveer Jain, MD 
Lehigh Valley Cardiology Associates 
2597 Schoenersville Road, Suite 202 
Bethlehem, PA 18017-7396 
(610) 866-2233 
Fax: (610) 866-7738 
Department of Medicine 
Division of Cardiology 
Provisional Active 
Martin LeBoutillier Ill, MD 
Panebianco-Yip Heart Surgeons 
1240 S. Cedar Crest Blvd., Suite 308 
Allentown, PA 18103-6218 
(610) 770-1350 
fax: (610) 770-1530 
'Department of Surgery 
Division of Cardia-Thoracic Surgery 
Provisional Active 
Brian A. Nester, DO 
LVPG-Emergency Medicine 
Muhlenberg Hospital Center 
2545 Schoenersville Road 
Emergency Department 
Bethlehem, PA 18017-7384 
(610) 861-2521 
Fax: (610) 861-7783 
Department of Emergency Medicine 
Division of Emergency Medicine 
Provisional Active 
Amish N. Nishawala, MD 
ABC Family Pediatricians 
Allentown Medical Center 
401 N. 17th Street Suite 203 
Allentown, PA 18104-6805 
(610) 435-6352 
.. Fax: {610) 435-8950 
)Department of Pediatrics 
Division of General Pediatrics 
Provisional Active 
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Rebekah M. Oyler, MD 
Advanced Dermatology Associates, Ltd. 
1259 S. Cedar Crest Blvd. 
Suite 100 . 
Allentown, PA 18103-6206 
(610) 437-4134 
Fax: (610) 437-2118 
Department of Medicine 
Division of Dermatology 
Provisional Active 
Paull. Roda, MD 
Northeast Medical Oncology 
17 40 E. Broad Street 
Hazleton, PA 18201-5622 
(717) 459-2901 
Department of Medicine 
Division of Hematology/Medical Oncology 
Provisional Affiliate · 
Mohammad N. Saqib, MD 
LVPG-Medicine 
1210 S. Cedar Crest Blvd. 
Suite 3600 
Allentown, PA 18103-6208 
(61 0) 402-1150 
Fax: {610) 402-1153 
Department of Medicine 
Division of General Internal Medicine 
Provisional Limited Duty 
Pat Toselli, DO 
Toselli and Bruske Surgical Associates 
1575 Pond Road, Suite 201 
Allentown, PA 18104-2254 
(610) 366-7700 
Fax: (610) 366-7777 
Department of Surgery 
Division of General Surgery 
Provisional Active 
Vinh B. Tran, MD 
Lehigh Valley Orthopedics 
ROMA Corporate Center 
1605 N. Cedar Crest Blvd., Suite 111 
Allentown, PA 18104-2304 
(610) 821-4848 
Fax: (610) 821-1129 
Department of Surgery 
Division of Orthopedic Surgery 
Provisional Active 
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Eve L. Warner, MD 
Lehigh Valley Cardiology Associates 
2597 Schoenersville Road, Suite 202 
Bethlehem, PA 18017-7396 
(610) 866-2233 
Fax: (610) 866-7738 
Department of Medicine 
Division of Cardiology 
Provisional Active 
Telephone Number Correction 
Stephen K. Klasko, MD 
(610) 402-9520 
Address and Practice Name Change 
Michele J. Ferguson, DMD 
American Dental Care 
2015 Hamilton Street, Suite 202 
Allentown, PA 18104-6447 
(610) 434-8975 
Fax: (610) 439-1771 
Practice Name Change 
The practice of Merkle, Barilla & Doll will now 
be known as Merkle & Barilla 
Practice Affiliation Changes 
Robert B. Doll, Jr., MD 
is no longer in practice with Drs. Merkle and Barilla 
His new practice (effective 10/1/98) is: 
Robert B. Doll, Jr., MD 
1251 S. Cedar Crest Blvd., Suite 107A 
Allentown, PA 18103-6205 
(610} 774-0906 
Fax: (610} 435-5335 
Fax: (610} 774-0908 (effective 10/19/98} 
Geary L. Yeisley, MD 
is no longer in practice with Panebianco-Yip Heart Surgeons 
His new practice is: 
Yeisley Cardiothoracic Surgery, LLC 
1240 S. Cedar Crest Blvd., Suite 305 
Allentown, PA 18103-6218 
(610) 437-1430 
Fax: (610} 437-1782 
Status Changes 
MaryAnne Bmdjar, DO 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology 
Division of Primary Obstetrics and Gynecology 
From Affiliate to Provisional Active 
Milton J. Friedberg, MD 
Department of Surgery 
Division of General Surgery 
From Emeritus Active to Honorary 
Peter H. Goldman, MD 
Department of Family Practice 
From Provisional Active to Provisional Affiliate 
Gene W. Miller, DO 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology 
From Division of Gynecology to 
Division of Primary Obstetrics and Gynecology 
Active 
John S. Stevens, Jr., DO 
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology 
Division of Primary Obstetrics and Gynecology 
From Affiliate to Provisional Active 
Medical Staff Officer Appointment 
John J. Shane, MD 
Secretary 
(Currently also serving as Treasurer) 
Appointment to Medical Staff Leadership Position 
George I. Chovanes, MD, and 
Michael D. Pasquale, MD 
Co-Directors - Combined STU/CNSU 
Two-Year Leave of Absence 
Laura M. Kelley, MD 
Department of Pediatrics 
Division of General Pediatrics 
Resignations 
Devendra K. Arnin, MD 
Department of Medicine 
Division of Cardiology 
) 
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James C. Gruber, DPM 
Department of Surgery 
)Division of Orthopedic Surgery 
Section of Foot & Ankle Surgery 
Athanasios C. Houides, MD 
Department of Surgery 
Division of General Surgery 
William E. Jones, MD 
Department of Medicine 
Division of General Internal Medicine 
Timothy J. Kutz, MD 
Department of Family Practice 
Allied Health Professionals 
Appointments 
Paula J. Bauer, RN 
Physician Extender 
Professional - RN 
(The Heart Care Group, PC - Steven L Zelenkofske, DO) 
}leborah A. Burris, CRNA 
· Physician Extender 
Professional - CRNA 
(Allentown Anesthesia Associates Inc. -Alphonse A. Maffeo, MD) 
Carla M. Donkus, RN 
Physician Extender 
Professional - RN 
(Oncology Specialists of Lehigh Valley - Weldon E. Chafe, MD) 
Sally A. Hollis 
Physician Extender 
Technical 
(The Heart Care Group, PC- Michael A. Rossi, MD) 
Katherine I. Hubbard, PA·C 
Physician Extender 
Physician Assistant- PA-C 
(Sam Bub, MD, PC- Thomas E. Young, MD) 
Frances C. Kriebel 
Physician Extender 
Technical- Anesthesia Tech Assistant 
(Allentown Anesthesia Associates Inc. -Alphonse A. Maffeo, MD) 
)Terrie A. Mahala, CRNA 
Physician Extender 
Professional - CRNA 
(Allentown Anesthesia Associates Inc. - Alphonse A. Maffeo, MD) 
Connie J. Mugavero, RN 
Physician Extender 
Professional - RN 
(Lehigh Valley Medical AssOC!ates- James T. McNelis, DO) 
Resignations 
Andrea K. Capobianco, RN 
Physician Extender 
Professional - RN 
(John J. Cassel, MD, PC- John J. Cassel, MD) 
Geoffrey P. Carlson, PA·C 
Physician Extender 
Physician Assistant- PA-C 
(Coordinated Health Systems- Brett P. Godbout, MD) 
Cynthia L Erdman, RN 
Physician Extender 
Professional- RN 
(Richard M. Ueberman, MD, PC- Richard M. Ueberman, MD) 
Tania M. Felegy, PA·C 
Physician Extender 
Physician Assistant- PA-C 
(Coordinated Health Systems- Michael F. Busch, MD) 
Cathy Jo Leiby, RN 
Physician Extender 
Professional- RN 
(The Heart Care Group, PC - James A. Pantano, MD) 
Louise M. Neifert, RN 
Physician Extender 
Professional- RN 
(ABC Family Pediatricians - Dennis W. Kean, MD) 
Roxane M. Romano, RN 
Physician Extender 
Professional- RN 
(The Heart Care Group, PC- Syed A. Subzposh, MD) 
Andrea R. Seibert, PA·C 
Physician Extender 
Physician Assistant- PA-C 
(Coordinated Health Systems - Michael F. Busch, MD) 
William A. Younes, PA·C 
Physician Extender 
Physician Assistant- PA-C 
(Lehigh Valley Pain Management, Inc.- Yasin N. Khan, MD) 
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News from 
Muhlenberg Rehab Center Earns 
Top Accreditation 
Muhlenberg Rehabilitation Center {MRC} has earned the 
highest level of accreditation for the second consecutive 
time from the national authority on medical rehabilitation. 
The Commission on the Accreditation of Rehabilitation 
Facilities {CARP} awarded MRC a three-year 
accreditation in the category of "Medical Rehabilitation 
Programs, Comprehensive Inpatient Category Two, 
Skilled Nursing Facility {Adult}," following an on-site 
survey of MRC in May. 
MRC's first certification in 1995 marked the first time a 
facility in Pennsylvania received a three-year 
accreditation in the Adult Skilled Nursing Facility 
category. 
Fall Psychiatry Grand Rounds 
"Depression, Suicidality and Suicide Prevention in 
Schizophrenia" will be held on Wednesday, October 7, 
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., in the Banko Building. 
Wayne S. Fenton, MD, Director of Research, Chestnut 
Lodge Hospital, will be the guest speaker. Pre-
registration will be held from 11:15 to 11 :30 a.m. The 
presentation will be followed by a lunch buffet at 12:30 
p.m. 
"Advances in Understanding the Genesis of Psychotic 
Symptoms" will be held on Wednesday, November 18, 
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., in the Banko Building. 
The guest speaker will be Richard Petty, MD, Assistant 
Professor of Psychiatry, Clinical Director of Inpatient ) 
Neuropsychiatry ProgFam, University of Pennsylvania 
School of Medicine. Pre-registration will be held from 
11:15 to 11 :30 a.m. A lunch buffet will follow the program 
at 12:30 p.m. 
Who's New at MHC 
Change of Practice 
Jeffrey B. Alpern, DO 
CTS Cardiothoracic Surgeons, PC 
701 Ostrum Street 
Suite 601 
Bethlehem, PA 18015 
{610} 758-9432 
Fax: (610} 866-9153 
John J. Lukaszczyk, MD 
Bethlehem Surgical Center 
701 Ostrum Street 
Suite 504 
Bethlehem, PA. 18015 
(610} 867-2371 
Fax: (610) 868-7889 
Telephone Number Correction 
Stephen K. Klasko, MD 
Center for Women's Medicine 
Lehigh Valley Hospital 
17th & Chew, P.O. Box 7017 








THERAPEUTICS AT A GLANCE 
The following actions were taken at the September 1998 Therapeutics Committee Meeting- Rel:!ecca Hockman, Pharm.D., 





The Therapeutics Committee and The 
Division of Infectious Disease approved 
the replacement of ciprofloxacin with 
levofloxacin on the L VH formulary. The 
formulary addition of levofloxacin 
(Levaquin~, Ortho McNeil 
Pharmaceuticals) occurred in November 
1997, and an overview appeared in the 
Medical Staff Progress News, December 
1997 issue. L VH susceptibility testing of 
fluoroquinolones for Gram negative 
isolates confirms that levofloxacin is an 
appropriate fluoroquinolone selection for 
L VH. The replacement of ciprofloxacin 
with levofloxacin is scheduled to occur on 
Monday, October 12, through an 
automatic substitution process. The 
automatic substitution will begin for new 
orders written from Monday October 12, 
1998 forward, and will not affect orders 
written prior to this date. Levofloxacin 
will be automatically substituted for ALL 
ciprofloxacin orders EXCEPI' for the 
following clinical situations: 
1) Mycobacterium avium intracellulare (MAl) 
therapy 
2) Meningococcal exposure 
3) Gonococcal infections in the outpatient 
clinics and Emergency Department settings 
4) Cystic fibrosis patients 
5) Orders written by physicians that include the 
phrase "DO NOT SUBSTITUTE" 
Accompanying this formulary change is 
the emphasis that any serious pseudomonal 
infection requires double anti-pseudomonal 
antibiotic therapy (employing agents from 
different antibiotic classes) when any 
fluoroquinolone is used in the treatment 
regimen. The auto-substitution will occur 
as described below for equivalent dosing 
between levofloxacin and ciprofloxacin: 
Ciprofloxacin 
Dosing 
200 mg IV Q12H 
400 mg N Ql2H 
250 mg PO Q12H 
Levofloxacin Equivalent 
~ 
500 mg N on day 1, 
then 250 mg N QD 
500 mgN QD 
500 mg PO on day 1, 
then 250 mg PO QD 
500 mg or 750 mg PO Q12H 500 mg PO QD 
Due to considerable variation between 
agents in renal dosing adjustments, the 
auto-substitution will not address dosing in 
the renally compromised. 
Recommendations for dosing alterations in 
renal dysfunction will be addressed to the 
physician through verbal communication or 
placement of pharmacy chart memos. 
Please fmd listed below the manufacturer's 
recommendations for levofloxacin IV /PO 
dosing in renal dysfunction (CrCl < 50 
m.l/min) ->NOTE: the manufacturer 
recommends an initial (DAY 1) dose of 
500mg IV /PO for most indications, with 








250 mg Q24H 
250 mg Q48H 
250 mg Q48H 
250 mg Q48H 
*CrCl male = _ {140-age) x wt (kg) 
72 x Scr 
CrCI female = 0.85 x CrCl male 
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cw:ent L VH Gram negative susceptibility 
testmg panels provide testing for both 
levofl.oxacin and ciprofloxacin, which will 
allow continuous survey of any changing 
susceptibility patterns between 
ciprofloxacin and levofloxacin for L VH 
G~am negative isolates. The adoption of 
this auto-substitution is expected to provide 
a cost savings for IV fl.uoroquinolone 
therapy (please refer to cost comparison 
data below). As the oral bioavailability of 
lev?floxacin is approximately 99%, 
patients may be converted to PO therapy 
as soon as the clinical situation permits. 
Early conversion to oral therapy may 
result in additional cost benefits. 
When prescribing levofloxacin at L VH 
please remember to completely write out 
the word "levofl.oxacin." Concern has 
been expressed over the potential for 
miscommunication when the term "levo" is 
used (i.e. confusion with "Levophed~" or 
levothyroxine). For further questions 
ple~e contact L VH Clinical Pharmacy 
Servtces (x8884) or the Inpatient Pharmacy 
(x8886). 
Cost Comparison Data 
Agent 
levofloxacin 500 mg IV QD 
levofloxacin 250 mg IV QD 
levofloxacin 250 mg PO QD 






ciprofloxacin 400 mg IV Q12H 
ciprofloxacin 200 mg IV Q12H 
ciprofloxacin 250 mg PO Ql2H 






The Pharmacy Depa.rt'!Ilent continues to 
track drug shortage. The drug shortage 
with the greatest impact on patient care, is 
related to IVIG (Intravenous Immune 
Globulin). IVIG has been in short supply 
for the last 12-18 months. LVH monthly 
supply has been cut by 500gms/month. 
This has created patient scheduling issues 
and delay in starting new therapies. All 
alternative therapies need to be evaluated 
before considering IVIG. 
We have also recently been tracking a 
supply problem with Rabies Immune 
Globulin and Hepatitis B Immune Globulin 
(HBig). In the past, pharmacy has been 
allowed to have an inventory available for 
patient treatment. The current practice, 
involves calling the manufacturer with 
patient name, patient weight, ordering 
physician, and diagnosis (exposure). Once 
the manufacture receives the appropriate 
patient information, they will release our 
supply. This may cause a delay in 
treatment. 
If you have any questions, please call Fred 
Pane, Director of Pharmacy at Ext. 8882. 
Also, their is a Drug Unavailability Public 







NEWS FROM THE CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT & SUPPORT 
) 
Grand Rounds: 
Oct. 6-Tue-7am-Nausea-Surgical Grand Rounds-
John Collins, MD-CC-Aud 
Oct.l3-Tue-7am-Surgical Grand Rounds-Michael 
Morrissey, MD-CC-Aud 
Oct. 20-Tue-7am-Surgical Grand Rounds-Trauma-
CC-Aud 
Oct. 27-Tue-Surgical Grand Rounds Cancelled-
ACS Meeting 
News from the Library: 
OVID Training: To schedule one-on-one OVID 
(MEDLINE) training session, call Barbara Iobst at 
402-8408. 
NEW LffiRARY BOOKS - CC & I-78 
)"Physician as Teacher:, 2nd edition 
Author: Neal Williams 
''Managed Care and Chronic Illness: Challenges 
and Opportunities" 
Author: Peter Fox 
"Tomorrow's Hospital: A Look to the Twenty-First 
Century" 
Author: D. Davis 
NEW LffiRARY BOOKS -17th & Chew 
"Core Textbook of Obstetrics and Gynecology" 
Author: J. Mattox 
"Chronic Pelvic Pain: Evaluation and 
Management" 
Author: R Blackwell, et al. 
''Pelvic Surgery: Adhesion Formation and 
Prevention" 
Author: G. diZerega, et al 
) "Primary Care in Obstetrics and Gynecology: A 
Handbook for Clinicians" 
Author: J. Sanfilippo, et al 
1 
Focus on Faculty & Instructional 
Development: 
The Faculty & Instructional Development unit of 
CEDS is responsible for supporting faculty 
development by providing educational technology 
consultation services, maintaining a knowledge base 
and providing information on state-of-the-art 
technology for education, recommending 
enhancements to programs of graduate and 
undergraduate medicine, nursing, and allied health, 
evaluating learning and instructional paradigms to 
develop innovative and effective delivery of 
instruction, creating multimedia instructional 
products, and managing the Meyer Cohan Learning 
Resource Center. 
The Meyer Cohan Learning Resource Center (LRC) 
is located adjacent to the Health Sciences Library in 
the Anderson Wing at CC and I-78 site. Access to 
the LRC is through the library. The LRC provides 
computer work stations for individual or small 
group instruction. The facility is also equipped for 
instructor-led classes using a variety of multimedia 
and educational technologies. Videoteleconferences 
and distance learning will also be available. The 
LRC is available to L VHN staff, physicians, 
residents, and medical students 24 hours a day for 
medical education, training and research. To 
schedule the LRC for your program, contact John 
Frankenfield at 402-5297. 
John Frankenfield, Director is responsible for 
identifying information systems requirement and 
methods for ongoing acquisition & monitoring of 
technology, working with faculty to identify 
educational needs & develops resource acquisition 
plans & methodologies to enhance the quality of 
medical education, assists in development of 
multimedia courseware and plans for physical 
structures to support multimedia computer learning, 
telemedicine, video-conferencing & distance 
learning. John can be reached at 402-5297. 
Ina Ashford and Craig Koller are Educational 
Technology Analysts. They instruct classes in E-
mail, LastWord, niche systems, and office 
automation software. They recommend 
implementation of existing & emerging 
technologies to replace or enhance instructional 
modules within programs of undergraduate and 
graduate medicine, nursing, and allied health. They 
are also responsible for directing the multimedia 
development team and instructional design. Ina's 
extension is 402-1425 and Craig's is 402-1427. 
Chris Sarley is the Academic Systems Programmer/ 
Analyst, who manages, maintains and supports the 
hardware and software needs of the educational 
automated systems including the integrated library 
management system (LIS), educational networks 
and associated servers and workstations. He 
provides programming support, teaches Internet/ 
Netscape, Ovid & Micromedex, and assists with 
development of computer-based teaching materials. 
Chris can be reached at 402-1641. 
Dean Shaffer, is the Medical Media Specialist. 
Dean teaches PowerPoint, reviews and evaluates 
software, consults on several committees, supports 
services for the residency programs research 
projects, and develops web pages for CEDS. He 
participates in the implementation of technologies 
for medical education, assists in the development of 
computer-based teaching materials, and supports 
audio/visual, videoconferencing, and computer 
laboratory functions. Dean can be reached at 
402-0055. 
2 
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Faculty Development Program: 
The Center for Educational Development and 
Support is in the process of designing a Faculty 
Development Program for physician-faculty and 
residents. This program is designed to meet the 
needs of physicians while making access to the 
program as convenient as possible. We hope to 
provide faculty development opportunities at times 
and in locations that are convenient to the users. 
Faculty development opportunities include such 
topics as keeping abreast of emerging clinical 
technology, learning more about changes in 
managed care, developing effective teaching 
techniques, managing a profitable practice, and 
other topics. 
The attached listing of faculty development topics 
may help to stimulate some thought or interest in 
the possibilities and potentials for you. Please take 
a few moments to browse through the list and check 
off your "Top 10" or add to the list. The sheet is 
preaddressed --just drop it into the hospital's inter- .) 





Faculty Development Topics 
Q Adult learning theories Q Journal clubs 
Q Application of computers in daily practice D Journals 
Q Balancing faculty priorities as part of faculty Q Leadership skills 
development D Lectures and presentations 
D Balancing personal I professional life D Malpractice issues 
D Clinical practice guidelines Q Managed care I reimbursement 
Q Clinical teaching improvement D Managed Care Clearing House 
Q CME opportunities online D Managing Instructor Cyberanxiety 
Q CME resources Q MBA, MPH programs 
Q Communications skills Q Medical device design, hardware, and software 
Q Community-based faculty training D Medical education Listservs 
Q Complementary Medicine: Implications for Q Medical education on the Web 
clinical practice Q Medical education organizations 
Q Computer-based medical records Q Medical informatics and co~uter skills 
Q Computer-based testing Q Multimedia authoring 
Q Computers in medicine- practical applications in D Multimedia development for distance learning 
daily practice Q Office management techniques 
Q Constructive feedback Q Organizational skills 
Q Corporate compliance D Patient education using the Internet 
Q Creating a patient-centered workplace Q Physician coping strategies 
Q Critical appraisal of medical literature D Physician satisfaction 
Q Curriculum development, evaluation and use of Q Physician's Guide to the Web 
technology D PowerPoint 
Q Death and dying Q Presentation skills 
Q Developing computer-based instructional D Presenting a scientific paper or poster 
) curriculum materials D Privacy and confidentiality of electronic health 
Q Distance education information 
Q Domestic violence Q Problem-based learning 
Q Educational technology D Professional academic skills 
Q Effective adult training Q Quality education program (PEW Charitable 
Q Effective literature searching Trusts program) 
Q "Effective Teaching and Learning: using the D Quality improvement activities 
Myers Briggs type inventory to help make the D Research skills I design 
personality connection in your classroom" Q Researching EBM on the computer 
Q Effortless Internet searches D Residency education 
Q Ethics and morals D Resource to enhance resident skills for teaching 
Q Ethics in a managed care environment medical students 
Q Evaluating residents and medical students D Self-paced faculty development programs 
Q Evidence-based approach to medical literature Q Small group teaching 
Q Faculty development using multimedia Q Standardized patients 
Q Feedback and evaluation Q Stress and sources of stress in physicians 
Q Grant writing D Student assessment 
Q Graphics and images on the WWW Q Teaching and Learning Online 
Q Hand held computers - how can they help me? D Teaching procedural skills 
Q How to avoid medication errors Q Technology demonstrations 
Q Identifying tobacco, alcohol and other drug abuse Q Telemedicine update 
Q Iliad - computer decision support software D The Clinical Educator- Present and Future Roles 
D Incorporating research advances into practice Q Using technology in the classroom 
Q Information resource utilization for teaching Q Virtual reality and simulation 
Q Interactive voice systems D Women physicians and stress 
Q Interdisciplinary Learning (medicine, nursing, Q Workplace discrimination 
pharmacy, allied health, community preceptors) Q World Wide Web surfmg 
) Q Internet course development D Writing for publication 
Q Introduction to the American Academy on 
Physician and Patient 
Dean R. Shaffer 
Center for Educational Development and Support 
CC- Library 
Lehigh Valley Hospital 
Cedar Crest & I-78 
P0689 
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Microbiology Results 
It~ Spec DT RPT Test 
Note the overall screen appearance changes 
> 1 3-Aug98 14Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE DEI 
2 14Aug98 149ug WOUHD CULTURE SEE DEI 
3 149ug98 14Aug BURH WOUHD CUL SEE DEI 
4 14Aug98 14Aug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE DEI • 
5 149ug98 14Rug BLOOD CULTURE SEE DEI 
Report 
:iPECII4EH DESCRIPTIOH 
CUP LIHE fro~ chest 
SPECIAL REQUESTS 
Hone DIRECT EKAM direct 
Hot appropriate CULTURE RESULTS 
Feu **BETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS HOT GROUP A** 
Few COAG HEG STAPHYLOCOCCUS SP 
Occasional **ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** REPORT STATUS 
Final 080398 
llRGAHmt Occasional **ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS•• SEHSITIUITY 
• 11IC: MCG/HL AHPICILLIH $ 1 Inter•ediate CLIHDAHYCIH $ 2 Inter.ediate 
ERYTHROMYCIH $$ 3 Inter.ediate PEHICILLIH $ 10 Resistant TETRACYCLIHE $ 10 
Resistant UAHCDMYCIH $$ 15 Inter.ediate CEFAZOLIH $ 15 SUS 
l~~~ More Info 
Print Micro Report I 
Alt. printer: .---------
Display Option: 
Speci111ens drawn BEFORE: ~1Aug98 
and AFTER: ~-Aug98 
Update Display 
Hext Micro Test I 
Previous Micro Test I 
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Microbiology Results 
ItR Spec DT RPT Test 
> 1 3-Aug98 14Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE DEI 
14Aug98 14Aug WOUHD CULTURE SEE DET 
49ug98 14Rug BURH WOUHD CUL SEE DEI 
14Aug98 14Aug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE DEI • 
149ug98 14Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE DEI 
Report 
:iPECIHEH DESCRIPTIOH 
CUP LIHE fro~ chest 
SPECIAL REQUESTS 
Hone DIRECT EKAH direct 
Hot appropriate CULTURE RESULTS 
Few **BETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS HOT GROUP A** 
Few COAG HEG STAPHYLOCOCCUS SP 
Occasional **ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** REPORT STATUS 
Final 080398 
llRCAHISH Occasional **ALPHA HEHOLYTJC STREPTOCOCCUS** SEHSITIUITY 
The arrow above to the 
left of the test date 
indicates which test 
shows on the right side. 
• 11IC: MCG/ML AMPICILLJH $ 1 Inter.ediate CLIHDAMYCIH $ 2 Interaediate 
ERYTHROHYCIH $$ 3 Interaediate PEHICILLIH $ 10 Resistant TETRACYCLINE $ 10 
llesistant UAHCOMYCIH $$ 15 Inter•ediate CEFAZOLIH $ 15 SUS . 
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Update Display 
Hext Micro Test I 
Previous Micro Test I 5 
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Microbiology Results 
I till Spec DT RPT Test Report 
> 1 3-Aug98 1-Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE DET SPECIHEH DESCRIPTION 
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tt1 sci"£Jll down th~ test 
2 14Aug98 14Aug WOUHD CULTURE SEE DET CUP LIHE fro111 chest 
3 14Aug98 14Aug BURH WOUHD CUL SEE DET SPECIAL REQUESTS 
4 14Aug98 14Aug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE DET • Hone DIRECT EKAH direct 
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Final 118 0398 
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Hext Micro Test I 
Preuious Micro Test j 
Feu **BETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS HOT GROUP A** 
Few COAG HE~ STAPHYLOCOCCUS SP 
Occasional **RLPHR HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** REPORT STATUS 
Final 118 0398 
Occasional **RLPHR HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** SEHSITIUITY 
: MCG/HL RHPICILLIH $ 1 Internediate CLIHDRMYCIH $ 2 Inter.ediate 
$$ 3 Interaediate PEHICILLIH $ 10 Resistant TETRACYCLINE $ 10 




Print Micro Report I 
Rlt. printer: .---------
SpeciJIIens draliRI BEFORE: ~1Rug98 
and AFTER: ~-Rug98 
Update Display 
Hext Micro Test I 
Preuious Hi~ro Test I 








It~ Spec DT RPT Test Report 
> 1 BLOOD CULTURE I·~D~r•ruru DESCRIPTION 
CUP LIHE fro~ chest 
-
--3 14Aug98 14Aug BURH WOUHD CUL SEE 4 14Aug98 14Aug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE 
5 14Aug98 14Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE 
And clicking below. 
Print Hicro Report I 
Alt. printer: ~--------------
SPECIAL REQUESTS 
Hone DIRECT EKAM direct 
Hot appropriate CULTURE RESULTS 
Few **BETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS HOT CROUP A** 
Feu COAC HEC STAPHYLOCOCCUS SP 
Occasional ••ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** REPORT STATUS 
Final 081J398 
Occasional ••ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** SEHSITIUITY 
C: HCC/ML AHPICILLIH $ 1 Intermediate CLIHDAMYCIH $ 2 Interaediate 
IF-RY'THRIIMYCIH $$ 3 InterRediate PEHICILLIH $ 10 Resistant TETRACYCLINE $ 10 
"'~~-~~•a, ... UAHCOHYCIH $$ 15 Inter~ediate CEFAZOLIH $ 15 SUS 
Speci~ens drawn BEFORE: I21Aug98 
and AFTER: j3-Aug98 
Update Display 
Hext Hicro Test I 
Preuious Hicro Test I 
107068 PtiCKlAVAGI llw•· fl M ll!!lfil 
[::2]1! •I 1111). I~ ~~~ ~I ~1-!lv'lm:l Bin Lii I [!J 
ASSWTS CAD fcLHR CNS DEMR FINR I.ABALL,MEDS MICRO WPil MSGTORDRTPlANTPRVRTRSLTRTTRXMPil 
~~~:~::::~~u coL TUBE SEE DETI ;;;;1~ ::1:1:~ repor/t shows over here. 
> , w~ 
3 14Aug98 111Aug BURH WOUtll CUL SEE DET IHRECT EXAM 
4 14Aug98 111Aug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE DEI • Occasional (Diplococci) 
5 14Aug98 111Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE DET Gra~ Stain consistent with lower respiratory tract secretions. 
I~ULTURE RESULTS 
Occasional **STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS** 
f- Feu **PSEUDOHQHAS nERUGIHOSAtt 
Moderate ttESCHERICHIA COLI•• 
Hang **BETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS CROUP B** 
**ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** 
• I~EPORT STATUS 
Final 0811198 
ORGANISM Occasional **STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS** 
) --rr~~~~~~----------f .......... oisplayOptions . I! Select for Text II More Info 
Hext Hicro Test I 
Preuious Micro Test I Print Hicro Report j 
Alt. printer: 
SpeciP1ens dralllll BEFORE: I21Aug98 
and AFTER: j3-Aug98 
Update Display 




l!l?UGIJ P!lrrtAVAI,r ll "'" f1 M I!IJI 
Microbiology Results 
It~ Spec DT RPT Test Report 
> 1 BLOOD .CULTURE You can also click the hutto s 
CUP LIHE froR chest 
3 1-Aug98 14Aug BURH WOUHD COL SEE 
4 14Aug98 14Aug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE 
5 14Aug98 14Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE 
SPECIAL REQUESTS belOW to toggle between 
Hone DIRECT EXAM direct _renorts 
Hot appropriate CULTURE RESULTS ~ • 
Few ••BETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS HOT GROUP A** 
Few COAG HEG STAPHYLOCOCCUS SP 
Occasional **ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** REPORT STATUS 
Final 080398 
Occasional **ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** SE 
: MCG/HL AMPICILLIH $ 1 Inter.ediate CLIHDAMYCIH $ 2 Internedia 
IH $$ 3 InterKediate PEHICILLIH $ 1U Resistant TETRACYCL 
UAHCOHYCIH $$ 15 lnter~diate CEFAZOLIH $ 15 SUS 
~~~~~~-----------,~~D~i•p~~~Op~ti~-,------------------------------~~~----~ 
More Info 
Print Micro Report I Speci~~~ens drawn BEFORE: ~1Aug98 
and AFTER: ~-Aug98 
Alt. printer: r----------
Previous Micro Test I 
Update Display 
11l?OGB I'll( rt AVAGf f), .. ,. ll M ~liJ 
[~]It II<- <>191 ~I .t:JL -e I "'_lex 
ASSNTSl CAD Cl.NR CNS DEMR FINR IABAlLlMEDS 
Microbiology Results 
ItN Spec DT RPT Test 
1 BLOOD CULTURE 
3 1l&Aug98 1~ug BURH WOUHD CUL SEE 
4 14Aug98 14Aug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE 
5 14Aug98 14Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE 
To print a report, click 
below and print to the 
printer the PC is set up 
for. 
More Info 
Print Micro Report I 
.. ; :. "::.· ... 
e1e Lit J l*J 
MICRO MPI MS&l ORDR lPlAN lPRVR lRSLTR l TRXMPI1 
Report 
Occasional (Diplococci) 
GraR Stain consistent with lower respiratory tract secretions. 
TORE RESULTS 
Occasional .. STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS** 
Few ..PSEUDOHOHRS AERUGIHDSA•• 
Moderate --ESCHERICHIA COLI** 
Many **BETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS GROUP B** 
**ALPHA HEHOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** 
STATUS 
Final 081498 
Occasional **STAPHYLOCOCCUS RUREUS•* 
Specimms draw BEFORE: ~1Aug98 
and AFTER: p-Rug98 
Alt. printer: .----------
Hext Micro Test I 











1mm;o Pllr KIAVAGE D •v•· n M 1!1• 
-
(.:2] If (till ,.,1). 1<:> <>lal It'll ~I -!!I I v"JOIC 
ASSMTSl CAD CLNR CNS DEMR 
Microbiology Results 
Itm Spec DT RPT Test 
FINR LABALLTMEDS 
1 BLOOD CULTURE 
3 14Aug98 14Aug BURH WOUND CUL SEE 
4 14Aug98 14Rug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE 
5 14Aug98 14Rug BLOOD CULTURE SEE 
If you need to print to 
another printer, enter 
it in here and then 
click PRINT MICRO 
REPORT. 
Print Micro Report I 
e}e [a ] [$] 
MICRO MPI wss foRDR TPlAN TPRVR TRSLTR TTRXMPil 
Report 
Occasional (Diplococci) 
Cram Stain consistent with lower respiratory tract secretions. 
TORE RESULTS 
Occasional **STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS** 
Few **PSEUDOMOHAS AERUCIHOSA** 
Moderate **ESCHERICHIA COLI•• 
Many **BETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS GROUP B** 
•*ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS** 
STATUS 
Final 081498 
Alt. printer: liiili11Dii•111••• 
Specimens draw BEFORE: l21Aug98 
and AFTER: ~-Aug98 
Update Display 
Hext Micro Test I 
Previous Micro Test I 
1020GR PI If KIAVAf,F IJ"'" II M l!lliJ 
-
[::2] It ,., Ill I e. I<:> <>lal It'll ~l..eJIY"IOIC e}e ! [il J J!.J 
ASSMTS{ CAD ICLNR CNS DEMR FINR LABALLINEOS MICRO MPI wss ToRDR TPlAN I PRVR In sun I TRXMPil 
Microbiology Results 
Ita Spec DT RPT Test 
1 BLOOD CULTURE 
3 14Aug98 14Rug BURH VOUHD CUL SEE 
4 14Aug98 14Aug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE 
5 14Aug98 14Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE 
To change the above ""·'~ 
ranges, enter in dates 
and click UPDATE 
DISPLAY. 







Cram Stain consistent with lower respiratory tract secretions. 
RESULTS 
Occasional **STAPHYLOCOCCUS RUREUS** 
Few **PSEUDOHOHAS AERUGIHOSA•• 
Moderate **ESCHERICHIA COLI** 
•Qny IIBETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS CROUP B** 
**ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS•• 
STATUS 
0811198 
Occasional ••STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS•* 
~li'Uo•~J>K:u;t draun BEFORE: ~1Aug98 
and AFTER: j3-Aug98 
Update Display 
Hext Micro Test I 
Previous Micro Test I 




l!J21lr,H Pill ri/\VI\fil l1 w<· I! M 1!1. 
[!2J It 151 .,1), l~ c>lfil !ill ~1.e1 v'IDKI liille lil J L$J 
ASSMTS CAD CLNR CNS DEMR FINR lABALLJMEDS MICRO MPI MS&TORDRTPlANTPRVRIRSLTRITRXMPil 
Microbiology Results 
It111 Spec DT RPT Test Report 
1 3-Aug98 14Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE DET SPECIMEH DESCRIPTIOH 
) • I • I I tiOUHD 
3 111Aug98 14Aug BURH VOUII COL SEE DET IHRECT EXAtl 
4 111Aug98 14Aug GASTRIC CULTUR SEE DET • Occasional (Diplococci) 
5 14Aug98 14Aug BLOOD CULTURE SEE DET Gra111 Stain consistent with lower respiratory tract secretions. 
For more information 
on the report, click 
here. 
Print Micro Report I 
I~ULTURE RESULTS 
Occasional **STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS** 
Few ••PSEUDOHOHAS AERUGIHOSA** 
Moderate **ESCHERICHIA COLI•• 
Many **BETA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS GROUP B** 
**ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS•• 
... llEPORT STATUS 
Final 081498 
Specbens dram BEFORE: I21Aug98 
and AFTER: ~-Aug98 
Alt. printer: .---------
Hext Micro Test I 
Pre\lious Micro Test I 
Update Display 
[1A15B [29 l21rwgsii !litis- [i.iiCRODSP lee 
Microbiology Details 
The MORE INFORMATION screen looks like this. 
Specimen lnlc11nalion 
Test: WOUHD CULTURE 
When Obtained: 111aug98 3:0Dalll 
Speciaen Type: Inpat/Outpat: I 
Pro\lider: P07115 CACCESE, DRUID 
Test ointer: 6587 
Aesulllnformalion 
PreliR-Final: F Access 1: 
Brief Result: SEE DETAIL 
Perfor111ed at: SUHQ Fla : 
Report Information 
First Report Date: 14Aug98 
Latest Report Date: 14Aug98 






Gra111 Stain consistent with lower respiratory tract secretions. 
CULTURE RESULTS 
Occasional **STAPHYLOCOCCUS AUREUS** 
Few **PSEUDOHOHAS AERUGIHOSA** 
Moderate **ES~H~RICHIA COLI** 
Hang **BETR HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS GROUP B•• 
**ALPHA HEMOLYTIC STREPTOCOCCUS•• 
REPORT STATUS 
Final 081498 









IOlflGH f'llf Kl /\Vl\1,! [1 •v" ll M 1!!1. 
Microbiology Details 
It shows who ordered the test, when obtained, and other information. 
Specimen Information 
Test: WOUHD CULTURE 
When Obtained: 14Aug98 3:00a• 
Speci.en Type: Inpat/Outpa I 
Provider: P0745 CACCESE, DAUID 
Test ointer: 6587 
Result lnlormation 
Prelit-Final: F Access 1: 
Brief Result: SEE DETAIL 
PerforRed at: SUHQ Fla : 
Report lnlormation 
First Report Date: 14Aug98 
Latest Report Date: 14Aug98 
Final Report Date: 14Au 98 ORGAHIStl Occasional **STAPHYLOCOCCUS RUREUS** 
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inform the Medical Staffs of 
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Medical Staffs. 
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to Janet M. Seifert, Physician 
Relations, Lehigh Valley 
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P.O. Box 689, Allentown, PA 
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